An ischemic myocardial region contains cells with a depolarized resting membrane potential. This depolarization leads to an intercellular current flow between the ischemic region and the surrounding normal myocardial cells, which has been termed an "injury current." We Our recent work has focused on the study of discontinuous conduction by examining the interactions between two cardiac cells as a function of the coupling resistance (Rc) between them. Several experimental approaches have been made to study this form of discontinuous conduction without the complexity of a multidimensional syncytium. Purkinje strands have been studied as one-dimensional strands with the central region of the strand sealed off in a compartment containing either sucrose 
A ctivation sequences of the heart depend on multidimensional distributions of membrane properties and electrical coupling. Alterations in membrane properties and/or in intercellular coupling produced by myocardial ischemia lead to discontinuous conduction as shown by fractionated surface recordings and by microelectrode recordings from closely approximated groups of cells."2 Studies on the border zone regions of myocardial ischemia3 show the sharp borders that separate small groups of cells with different properties. These studies demonstrate the inhomogeneous distribution of electrophysiological properties, anatomic changes, and biochemical changes in these regions. Studies of cardiac tissue after infarction4-7 show lines of conduction block (or slow discontinuous conduction) that may be a fundamental mechanism for the development of reentrant pathways. Children's Heart Center, Department of Pediatrics, Emory University, Atlanta, Ga. Supported in part by National Institutes of Health grants HL-22562, HL-41851, and HL-27385 and by the Children's Research Center. also been done with guinea pig and rat myocytes14 and rat ventricular cells.15 These cell-pair systems are ideal for studies on the mechanisms for the modulation of gap junctional resistance and the study of single gap junction channels. Action potential (AP) propagation between cell pairs can have either short or long intercellular delays, depending on the value of gap junctional resistance between them, with successful conduction occurring across an intercellular resistance as high as 375 Mfl.14 Altering the gap junctional resistance between cell pairs has been limited to the use of various pharmacological agents that have been shown to reversibly block gap junctional conductance. 15 The effects of these agents on the individual cellular properties, however, are not well documented.
During acute myocardial ischemia,1617 electrotonic influences among small cardiac regions might produce ectopic activity either by reexcitation of normal cells after an action potential or by inducing spontaneous activity in nonautomatic cells by a flow of "injury current" from depolarized cells to normally polarized cells. Further studies on the spatial distribution of refractory periods18"19 showed large differences in the action potential duration (APD) and the refractory period of cells separated by only short distances. These spatial inhomogeneities of AP properties were further enhanced by increasing the pacing frequency or by the introduction of premature stimuli. Many studies have emphasized the importance of regional partial uncoupling for the normal functioning of the sinoatrial node-atrial interactions and the Purkinje-ventricular muscle junction, for the abnormal fractionation of electrical recordings, and for the mechanisms of reentrant arrhythmias. Within all of these phenomena there exist intrinsic properties of individual cells interacting through the cell-cell coupling to produce the observed electrical phenomena.
We have developed an experimental system in which two Coupling a Cell to a Passive Load Figure 1 illustrates the experimental model system we are using. The overall objective is to understand how a region of the heart affected by myocardial ischemia can electrotonically interact with normal tissue ( Figure 1A ). Our experimental model system reduces the spatial complexity of this system by considering the simpler case ( Figure 1B) Figure 3 , in which R,= 100 MQ. Once again, the onset of coupling is indicated by the arrow. Figure 3C , where V2(uncoupled)= -20 mV, is very similar to Figure 2C , in that there is APD shortening for cell 1. Figure 3B , where V2(uncoupled)=-10 mV, now shows a variable lengthening of the APD when Rc=100 MfQ, whereas for Figure 2B (RC=200 Mfl), there was APD shortening for the same value of V2(uncoupled) (-10 mV). Figure 3A shows an even more dramatic APD lengthening. The plateau, which lasted for many seconds, persisted until the coupling was turned off (not shown).
The different effects on the early and late plateau phases for coupling to a model cell 2 Figure 2C show the effects of this coupling for R2=50 MQ. In Figure 9A , the coupling is turned on at the arrow (time=0.8 seconds). Note that model cell 2 (V2) shows a hyperpolarization that is now less than the depolarization of cell 1 (V1) because of the asymmetry in input resistance between cell 1 and the model cell 2. When the second AP is stimulated, there is a shortening of the APD of cell 1 (similar to Figure 2C ) and a response in In all three cases, the actual threshold current was only a few percent lower than the slightly suprathreshold currents displayed here.
ell 2 that is smaller than the V2 response in C (where R2=50 MQ). For Figure 9B , we used I[f. As in Figure 9A , coupling is established at w. Cell 1 has an almost identical effect as for IA, whereas there is now no apparent response 1 cell 2. In general, the effects on cell 1 are nsensitive to the value of R2, as might be 1 from the fact that R2 is always in series with rms of the electrical load imposed on cell 1. ectrical Coupling to a Depolarized, Inactive produce Automaticity in the Normal Region?
id not observe the development of automaticity f the cells that we coupled to the depolarized, cell model. When the pacing rate was de- was reduced from 1,000 to 100 MfQ, there was a strong, progressive reduction in APD and a very small progressive increase in the current threshold. In the present work, we have shown some substantial differences in the effects produced when model cell 2 (uncoupled from cell 1) has a steady "membrane" potential that is depolarized with respect to cell 1: 1) For the extreme case of V2(uncoupled) = 0 mV, we showed that shortening of cell 1 APD occurred for high values of R, (e.g., 333 MfQ, see Figure 4 ), whereas for lower values of R, (e.g., 200 MQ0, see Figures 2 and 4) , the cell 1 APD was lengthened. At even lower RC values (e.g., 100 MQl, see Figure 3 Figure 2 (where RC=200 Mfl) and also in Figure 3 (where RC=100 Mfl).
2) The functional refractory period of cell 1 is shortened when cell 1 APD is shortened by electrical coupling. We showed this association in Figures 4-7 , with the same cell exhibiting either a pattern of 2: 1 activation or 1: 1 activation at BCL= 200 msec, depending on the value of Rc.
In this case, the frequency at which cell 1 could successfully respond to stimuli was increased by going from the uncoupled state to a R, of 333 Mfl.
However, the frequency at which cell 1 could successfully respond to stimuli was decreased by a further reduction of the value of RC from 333 to 200 MQ. In our previous study20 in which V2(uncoupled) was set to the RMP of cell 1, decreasing the value of Rc led to a progressive increase in the frequency at which cell 1 could successfully respond to stimuli. 3) When cell 1 is suddenly coupled to a depolarized model cell 2, there is a depolarization of cell 1 and a hyperpolarization of model cell 2. This depolarization of cell 1 can lead to a decrease in the current threshold of cell 1, as shown in Figure 8 . 4) We did not observe the induction of automaticity in any normal cell when it was coupled to a depolarized, inactive cell model. Several of our results might help one to understand the mechanisms by which arrhythmias may originate at the border zone region of myocardial ischemia. During acute regional ischemia, an injury current flows between ischemic and normal tissue and has been implicated as a potential cause for the initiation of premature beats during the early phase of myocardial ischemia.16,24-27 Analysis of the activation patterns of the initiation of ventricular arrhythmias during ischemia shows that the wave front originates from the normal, nonischemic side of the border zone.1617 The mechanism for the origin of these localized premature beats is not known. The injury current associated with acute ischemia was first hypothesized to be present by Harris et al,24 who observed the similarity between the arrhythmias immediately preceding ventricular fibrillation during acute myocardial ischemia and those resulting from the external application of galvanic current. The basis for the injury current across the border zone is the membrane potential difference that exists between the depolarized ischemic cells and the normally polarized cells during any point in time during the cardiac cycle. The direction and magnitude of the injury current changes during the cardiac cycle as the potential difference between the normal tissue and the depolarized ischemic tissue changes during the activation and repolarization of the tissue. During diastole, the injury current flows intracellularly from the ischemic region toward the adjacent normal region, which then tends to depolarize the normal region. The intracellular potential gradient across the border zone as well as the degree of resistive coupling between the normal tissue and the depolarized ischemic tissue determine the intensity of the injury current. The extent of depolarization of cells in the ischemic zone and also the extent of partial uncoupling of these cells from each other and from cells in the normal zone is not known. Our results in which we set V2(uncoupled) =0 mV may represent a more extreme case of depolarization than can exist without significant uncoupling. However, the effects of the depolarized cells on the normal zone occur with RC of several hundred megohms, which is much higher than the normal values of coupling resistance between ventricular cells. If cells that remain coupled at all depolarize only to -20 or -30 mV, then the effect of the ischemic cells on the normal cells would always be to shorten the APD rather than to prolong the APD of the normal cells.
A region of severe depolarization well coupled to a normal region might be expected to prolong the APD of the normal region. One very interesting result is that coupling to a depolarized region sufficient to indefinitely prolong the AP plateau ( Figure 3A) did not produce enough depolarization in the resting state to produce automaticity of cell 1. This is at least partly explained by the high-voltage threshold of rabbit ventricular cells, requiring a depolarization from -82 mV to -45 mV for activation. Therefore, our experimental work on isolated cells does not support the idea that an injury current from a depolarized region would produce automaticity of surrounding normal cells. However, the spatial distribution of normal and abnormal cells in the intact tissue may allow this phenomenon to occur. 26 Janse et al16 observed spontaneous ventricular premature beats that originated from the normal side of the ischemic border zone in hearts subjected to acute regional ischemia. We did find that a normal cell, coupled to a depolarized model cell 2, has an increased excitability (decreased current threshold). This result can be explained by the steady depolarization of cell 1, which brings the membrane potential closer to the threshold voltage level. Dominguez and Fozzard28 used elevated extracellular potassium to demonstrate that the increase in excitability of sheep Purkinje fibers was due to this difference between the threshold voltage and the RMP. The upstrokes of the APs in Figure 9 are very little affected by the presence of model cell 2, even when a steady depolarization has occurred in cell 1. This result was also shown in our earlier work29 comparing the maximal rate of rise of the upstroke of rabbit ventricular cells in normal versus elevated potassium solutions. Inactivation of sodium channels is minimal for depolarizations of as much as 15 mV from the RMP. During acute regional ischemia, depolarization of the tissue is brought about by the accumulation of potassium ions in the extracellular space. 30 Coronel et a131 describe a decrease in diastolic stimulation threshold that can be found even without an accompanying increase in extracellular potassium ions. This increased excitability in normal tissue close to the border zone secondary to the influence of the injury current may explain the facilitation of the initiation of arrhythmias in the setting of acute myocardial ischemia.
At high rates of stimulation (e.g., BCL=200 msec, see , the effects of R, to either increase or decrease the cell 1 APD did alter the ability of cell 1 to show 1:1 activation. This result is quite interesting because it suggests that a single ischemic zone could have different effects on surrounding normal regions, depending on the spatial distribution of the coupling between the ischemic zone and the normal regions. Thus, some normal regions could have facilitated responses to a tachycardia, whereas others could develop periodic conduction block, leading to a significant spatial inhomogeneity in conduction properties, as has been observed under ischemic conditions. '9 It must be emphasized, however, that these studies have reduced the spatial complexity of ischemic and normal tissue to a very large degree. On the other hand, recordings from cells in intact tissue in or near an ischemic zone illustrate the resulting electrical activity but cannot determine to what extent this activity is an intrinsic property of the cell from which the recording is made or to what extent the cell's electrical behavior is largely the result of electrotonic influences. Another simplification that we have introduced is the use of isolated cells as a model system for the normal zone. The dissociation process and the recording process may introduce some variations in the membrane currents. The APs we have recorded from the isolated cells are similar in shape to those recorded with microelectrodes in intact tissue, but quantitative aspects of the repolarization process may be altered in the experimental conditions. The use of single cells, as opposed to a technique such as the sucrose gap for thin strands, is of critical importance in reducing the spatial complexity such that the cell or the cell model on either side of the RC is nearly isopotential. Therefore, we present these studies as a preliminary step toward an understanding of how cells interact when they are "loosely" coupled to each other, as appears to be the case under certain ischemic conditions.1'2
